Announcement Due at 8 A.M.: TODAY WILL BE 'VE-DAY'

PATTON TANKS HIT PRAGUE IN LAST CLEANUP

By the Associated Press

Men were driving Monday night in Czechoslovakia, where the finalbettor of World War II is being celebrated, and Russian and Roman troops from Czech Poles.

The Americans were in street fight- ing in the capital city of Prague, and met desperate appeals from the residents. Prague was besieged and, by the Nazis, in a final orgy of destruction.

SURRENDER meeh

GERMANY SURRENDERS

WASHINGTON—President Truman will join Prime Minister Churchill and Marshal Stalin in a simultaneous proclamation of Germany's unconditional surrender at 8 a.m. Tuesday (CET).

The White House, after maintaining an official silence until 6:30 p.m. Monday the VE-day tangle, finally announced the President's "confidently expects to make an announcement to the nation by radio at 7:30, which announcement will be on the President's order of the day for Monday.

Jonathan Daniels, acting press secretary, added "unless unforeseen developments" caused the President to change his mind, the press and broadcasters would then be given the advance text of Mr. Truman's statement at a press conference called for 7:30 a.m. Tuesday. Daniels declined to reply directly to a question whether the announcement to be made on Mr. Truman's 65th birthday, would be the European victory proclamation. The White House pointed to a statement in which Mr. Truman said the announcement would be made on the President's "definite" order of the day for the day of the President's birthday.
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